Bridgeall chooses iomart for managed
hosting, colocation and backup
“Our client, the CMA, is very happy. The system is audited by Deloitte annually and iomart helps us meet
the compliance aspects of that very well.”
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Bridgeall is an independent IT consultancy and
software development company that partners
with Microsoft to deliver high-value solutions to
its clients. Headquartered in Glasgow, Scotland,
its highly skilled specialists design, develop and
provide operational support for business-critical
applications.
One of Bridgeall’s major long-term customers is the
Central Market Agency (CMA) which administers the
market for water and wastewater retail services in
Scotland. The CMA is at the hub of the competitive
arrangements and Bridgeall supports the computer
systems that run the market on behalf of the CMA.
The “Central Systems” is the Bridgeall-operated
software used by the CMA to manage market
data, facilitate supplier switching and calculate and
settle approximately £300 million worth of invoices
annually.
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“The reason we first
used iomart was
because they came
over as extremely
professional and
also very flexible and
cost-effective,”

Bridgeall hosts the Central Systems software in
iomart’s data centres. They originally turned to
iomart back in 2008 when they needed reliable
data centre services for testing the Central Systems
which involves checking many thousands of
complex billing scenarios. It was essential that the
software did not corrupt the existing services when
the tests were carried out – failure would cause
market chaos. Bridgeall chose iomart’s Glasgow
data centre because it offered a professional
service, the appropriate level of technical support
and was easy for its staff to access when necessary.
Since then Bridgeall has expanded the hosting
it has with iomart to include the production side
of the software. Today iomart provides a mix of
colocation and networking helping Bridgeall and
the other stakeholder organisations to ensure
that the CMA’s Central Systems enjoys maximum
uptime.
“The reason we first used iomart was because
they came over as extremely professional and
also very flexible and cost-effective,” explains Ken
Willcox, Head of Cloud Services for Bridgeall. “We
started out by using iomart mainly for colocation
for our testing but we were then asked to set up
an operational infrastructure service for the CMA
which included hosting a private cloud and backing
that up in a secondary data centre.”
iomart provides Bridgeall with fast and efficient
enterprise-grade backup using EMC’s Avamar.
The secure backup solution provides all remote
agent licensing for a full backup schedule to
be implemented regardless of service type or
technology. All backed up data is stored on iomart’s
secure Network Attached Storage to minimize
impact to service operation during backups and
improve restoration times without the need for
slow restores associated with tape.
Bridgeall currently uses iomart’s Glasgow data
centre as its primary site with iomart’s Nottingham
data centre as a secondary backup and disaster
recovery site. In the setting up of the service in
Nottingham Bridgeall needed iomart’s dedicated
firewalls to communicate with the primary site
in its Glasgow DC in a specific way. “The iomart
technicians in Nottingham worked off the diagram
we sent them to set up the bespoke solution we
needed,” explains Ken Willcox. “It’s not something
every hosting company would do. We just shipped
the hardware and paperwork down to them and
they worked to spec and got us there right on
schedule.”

Bridgeall manages and monitors everything.
With the Central Systems software sitting at the
heart of the water billing and metering system in
Scotland and responsible for managing the billing
for millions of pounds worth of water, there is no
room for error. Every year, in February, the CMA
conducts a final settlement run and “the system
doesn’t even blink,” says Ken. “Our client, the CMA,
is very happy. The system is audited by Deloitte
annually and iomart helps us meet the compliance
aspects of that very well.”
One of the most important functions of the hosting
is availability. The market cannot run if the system
is not available.
“The CMA has described how Bridgeall has
an instinctive feel for the utilities market and
anticipates problems before they happen and that’s
what we feel about iomart,” says Graeme McLean,
Practice Lead for Bridgeall, “they understand us.
Even if there’s an issue that’s not their fault they
will always try to help us fix it and they’re in touch
as soon as they spot something unexpected. On
one occasion they emailed me late at night to say
that a disk had failed and before I had a chance to
let our customer know they emailed again to say
that they had replaced the part and it was all fixed.
The customer would never have known there was
a problem.”
The managed hosting and colocation platform
provided by iomart from its fully accredited data
centres comes with a Service Level Agreement
backed by a 100% uptime guarantee. As an AIMlisted business iomart has ensured it is one of
the most accredited hosting providers in the UK,
carrying ISOs 90001, 20000, 27001, 14001 and
22301 while also working to ISO/IEC 27018 for
protecting Personally Identifiable Information
in the public cloud. Meeting these international
management standards means Bridgeall can
answer any compliance questions that crop up
when it is approaching new clients.
“Having a partner like iomart behind us gives us
added weight,” explains Ken Willcox. “We deliver
business critical solutions to important markets
and having the weight of a respected PLC which
has an impressive array of accreditations is an
important part of the package we offer when we
tender for new work.”
To find out more about Bridgeall visit
www.bridgeall.com
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